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COHERENT PION PRODUCTION IN NUCLEI 

Elle Aslanides 
Centre de Recherches Nucléaires, 67037 Strasbourg Cedex, France 

and 
Université Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg France 

Abstract : A survey of the recent proton induced TT production experiments 
at Orsay and Saclay and a review of the recent heavier ion induced experi
ments at CERN, Orsay and Saclay are presented. 

Since the pioneering experimentsO carried out at CERN and at Uppsala, 
a large number of studies of the coherent pion production by protons on nu
clei, and its inverse reaction, have been carried out and a large theoreti
cal effort has been devoted to this reaction. These efforts were motivated 
by the hope that this high momentum transfer reaction would become a new 
tool for studying high momentum components in nuclear wave functions, once 
its reaction mechanism is understood. 

Incident protons energies from threshold and up to 800 MeV have been 
used on a variety of targets, 3Re to 9°Zr, a n d high quality data could be 
collected in many laboratories, UPPSALA, IUCF, TRIUMF, LAMPF. The experi
mental programs at ORSAY, SACLAY and at CERN made a large contribution to 
the high quality data near threshold and in the region of the 33 resonance. 

The study of TT-production in nuclei using heavier projectiles should 
help understanding the (P,TT) production mechanism itself but also yield in
formation on nuclear single particle momentum distributions, internal clus
ter momentum distributions and perhaps evidence for collective production, 
as a result of the coherent Interaction of all or part of the target and 
projectile nucléons. These goals justify the experimental and theoretical 
efforts in the field without referring to more speculative and exciting 
ideas of shock waves in nuclear matter, phase transitions, pionic instabil
ity or fluctuons occuring at higher energies. The advent of intense heavier 
ion beams made possible to undertake IT production experiments with deuterons 
(Saclay) and 3He (CERN, Orsay, Saclay) at different energies and with 12c 
ions of 86 MeV/nucleon at CERN. 

THE (p,7T) REACTION 

Most of the experimental studies of the (p,n) reaction were undertaken 
below the free NN -*• NNTT threshold of 292 MeV, where unlike the higher ener
gy measurements, the data did show sensitivity to the nuclear structure. The 
angular distributions had in many cases "diffraction type" minima at momen
tum transfers which were energy independent and selectivity for high angolar 
momentum states was noticeable. 

The earlier work on (T +.P) and (p,T+) was carried out following single 
nucléon mechanism calculations (SNM)2. However^ Riven the hi»h momentum 
transfers involved in pion production, q > i^mM ^ 512 MeV/c, it was reason-
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able to extend the calculations to two or more active nucléons. Two-nucle-
on mechanisms, TNM^), are necessary for calculations of the (p.ir-) reac
tion, since the latter is certainly a two-nucleon process. Their most pro
minent difficulty will be to explain the suppression of the n~ relative to 
TT + production. Among the recent developpments we may notice the efforts to 
sum SNM and TNM coherently with a correct treatment of their interferences. 
At the present time, the question of the IT production mechanism has no def
inite answer and it is not surprising that reaction mechanism and under
lying nuclear structure cannot yet be distangled. 

Recent studies of the (p,w) reaction at the Orsay synchrocyclotron 
include experiments on 3He, *He, ^Li, 7Li and 'OB between 180 and 210 
MeV*»5). Angular distributions and the energy dependence have been mea
sured, using targets of rather well known wave functions, in order to help 
understanding the production mechanism. Among all these results which are 
still being analyzed, the p + 3 n e •* TT+ + 4He case 4) is particularly inter
esting. A systematic analysis of (p,n) data over the whole range of the 
s - p shell will be soon possible. Furthermore, the p^He •*• rc+4He reaction 
cross sections are used as an input to semi-phenomenological model calcu
lations of the more complex three-nucleon transfer reaction (3He,TT+). 

Fig.l) shows the results of this experiment for three different ener-
The angular distributions are structureless, but this is the case 

for many (p,ff) reactions in the Is 
- lp shell. The cross sections are 
100 times higher than in 9 0 z r 6 ) ( 

indicating a strong target mass de
pendence. The results of the 3He(p,rr) 
experiment have been compared tc 
those obtained from pionic atom data. 
The transition matrix elements de
rived from TT-atomic shifts and 
widths7) are in good agreement with 
the results of the 3He(p,TT+) experi
ment extrapolated to k^ = 0 . The se
lectivity for specific nuclear sta
tes cannot be studied with this reac
tion. Measurements on heavier targets 
should be relevant to this question 
which remains controversial9"12). 
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Fig.l. Differential cross sections 
of the 3He(p,Tr +) 4He reaction near 
threshold. 

The 3He(p,TT+) data have been com
pleted recently at Saturne"), in the 
study of the ^He + p •* u+ + *He reac
tion at forward pion angles, at T3u e 

600 HeV, which correspond to T p 

200 MeV and 120° S 91 <. 170° for 
the p + 3He -*• n + + ^He reaction. The 
results of the Saturne experiment 
are shown by the open circles on 
fig.i). in excellent agreement with 
the lower energy data. 

The data obtained far above threshold (Saclay, LAMPF, TRIUMF) inves
tigated many different aspects of the (p,7r) reaction. Very little simila
rities have been observed between low and high energy data and this is 
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understandable given the variation of the Tr-nucleus interaction below 600 
MeV. The main features of the (p,ir) reaction at higher energies can be sum
marized in the following points : 

High spin states are preferentially excited in the final nuclei, as if 
a large angular momentum mismatch would be favoured by the high momen
tum transfers. Single particle and 2p-lh states are equally excited. 
The angular distributions of the emitted pions are structureless. 

The comparison of TT+ and TT- production lead to the conclusion, that the 
leading reaction mechanism is different for the two reactions. 

The (p,ir") reaction is suppressed by a factor of ̂ 102 compared to the 
(p,TT+) reaction. 
The energy dependence of the two reactions is different. The (p,1T+) 
reaction cross sections increase from threshold to about 300 - 400 MeV 
before a decrease with energy up to 800 MeV. The (p,if~) reaction cross 
section goes through a minimum around 600 MeV. The excitation func
tions are well described by a microscopic TNM involving a A (1232 MeV) 
intermediate excitation. 
The (p,ir-) angular distributions vary with the incident energy. 

The measurements of the analyzing power for the (p,ir) reaction look 
promis s ing in the investigation of its reactiork mechanism. Dramatic changes 
of the analyzing power with the incident energy have been found'3). Hany 
IUCF**), TRIUMF^) and LAMPF'5) data show that the nuclear structure modi
fies the analyzing power, so that one cannot consider the elementary reac
tion pp-»-dir as the leading subprocess inthe exclusive wproduction on nuclei. 

Although no dedicated pion production experiments with protons have 
been carried out recently at Saclay, some experiments on meson production 
on very light targets are worth noticing. They have the merit of establish
ing relationships among many few-nucleon reactions and to contribute to the 
understanding of the meson production mechanism quite independently of its 
interplay with the nuclear structure. 

The excitation function of the pd * CT+ reaction at 8,, = 180° has been 
measured'^) in the laboratory energy range 600 < T_ < 1500 MeV using a liq
uid deuterium target and the SPES IV facility for the triton detection at 
forward angles. The striking similarity with the data of the backward elas
tic scattering of protons on 3He is plausible in the framework of the OPE 
model17) where all B = 2 exchange reactions are related to the backward 
pion deuteron scattering reaction as the "elementary" interaction. The OPE 
model with a double A propagation in the three nucléon system reproduces 
quite well the cross section enhancement around T p = 1.2 GeV. 

The pd •+• 3HeTl° reaction has also been studied in the energy range 
925 to 1750 MeV for 140° s 9 n° s 180°, using the SPES IV facility to detect 
the forward emitted 3u e particles 18). Fig.2) shows the preliminary results 
of the n° excitation function at 9 n° = 180° together with the results of 
the if* production at 9̂ ° » 180° The two excitation functions show a fast 
fall-off with energy before a maximum at "W.35 GeV for n° and a second 
broader maximum for 17° production around 1.2 GeV. The observed behaviour 
can be qualitatively attributed to N* excitation in the intermediate state 
of the reaction and the ratio of the 1T° to the n° cross-sections related to 
the branching ratio of the N* into the TTN and n°N channels. 

The solid and dashed curves represent a OPE model calculation") in 
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which it is assumed that the pion is 
emitted with the deuteron's momentum 
in the CMV leaving the deuteron at 
rest, and the backward nN partial 
waves have been parametrized in the 
multichannel formalism in order to 
introduce the different N* with 
masses 1.52 S m [ j* s (.9 GeV. The cal
culation reproduces the it" to n° cross 
section ratio qualitatively and the 
overall shape and position of the ob
served structures. The discrepancy 
between the calculation and the expe
riment is subject to the neglect of 
off-shell effects as well as of ini
tial and final state interactions. It 
seems that the coherent interaction of 
the three nucléons can give rise to an 
S-state type resonance which leads to 
a cross section enhancement in agree
ment with the experiment^). 

1 1.5 

T p IGeV) 
Fig.2. Excitation function of the 
d(p,TT°) and d(p,n°) reactions at 
180° 

The first pion production experi
ment which made use of the recently 
available polarized beam at Saturne, 
studied the analyzing power of the 
pp-*dir+ reaction between 725 and 1000 
MeV'9) using the SPES 1 spectrometer. 

The latter reaction is one of the most important inelastic channels of the 
NN interaction and as far as the subject of the present report is con
cerned, it has been introduced in DWIA calculations of the pd •+ tïï+ reac
tion following the Ruderman prescription and in many theoretical calcula
tions of the Tr production by protons and heavier ions. Alternatively> it is 
difficult to leave out of the list of arguments for studying this reaction 
the "hunting" of dibaryons. The results show a rapide change in shape for 
rather small energy steps, but the energy dependence of the coefficients 
describing the analyzing power, normalized to the total cross section ap
pears to be smooth, except around 650 MeV where the A isobar intermediate 
state appears. 

It is hoped that the availability of intense polarized beams of p and 
d at Saturne will stimulate further new experiments in the field of the 
pion production on nuclei. 

PI0N PRODUCTION USING HEAVIER ION BEAMS 

Inclusive pion production 

Inclusive IT production experiments are difficult to interpret and ge
nerally ambiguous since they are not complete, with regard to the final 
state identification. Pions in the continuum can be attributed to the ele
mentary interaction NN -»- NNTT of nucléons in the projectile and in the tar
get and to a variety of coherent reactions involving substructures of sev
eral nucléons in the projectile or in the target. Recent progress in the 
theoretical calculation of nucleus-nucleus interactions make it possible 
to search for the manifestation of coherent Tt production, through the mea-
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sûrement of complete IT spectra. Differences between the data and the theo
retical calculations should be looked for, especially in the high energy 
side of the inclusive spectra where the validity of several models is bet
ter guaranteed. In the high-energy region, the probability of producing 
only one pion is large compared to the low-energy region. In that sense, 
the study of inclusive high energy u spectra can be complementary to the 
measurements of pion multiplicity distributions. 

Rather complete inclusive pion production experiments could be carried 
out at the CERN Synchrocyclotron using the high intensity ^He** beam at 
303 MeV/nucleon21J and I 2C 4 + beam at 86 MeV/nucleon 2 2 - 2 4). Some inclusive 
pion data could be measured using the deuteron beam25) of the Saturne 
synchrotron at Saclay at 300 MeV/nucleon. 

The dependence oj ikz c/io&& izcXloni on thz taJiQUt man 

The cross sections for low energy pion production, T^ < 150 MeV, at 
forward angles, using Ne beams at several energies between 80 and 535 MeV/ 
nucléon20^ are proportionnai to *vA2/3. The production of high energy pions, 
PTT £ 200 MeV/c studied in the (3He,ir~X) experiments at 303 MeV/nucleon and 
at 8-if « 0°, followed a law %Al/3 and the low exponent value of A indicated 
that high energy pions were produced in peripheral collisions2'). The low-
energy pion production at larger angles using the 12C beam at 86 MeV/nucle
on 2 2) follows a law ̂ A<* with 0.5 < a < 0.8, indicating that these low ener
gy pions were due predominantly to rather central collisions. However, in 
the forward angle (,2C,Tf~X) experiments24) the target mass dependence is 
very different. The invariant TT~ cross sections for P„ > 150 MeV/c are pro

portionnai to <\A'-7 * °-3, 
then saturate for A 2 27 to 

% A 0 . 3 ±0.1. F o r the sake of 
completness, we may notice 
that a recent experiment on 
high energy w production 
using the 183 MeV/nucleon He 
beam27) gave A 0- 4 7 at 20° LAB 
and -\-A0-83 at 9 0 ° L A B and that 
the observed angular depen
dence is consistent with an 
exponent a = 1/3 at 0°. A 
different way to look at 
this rather complex A-depen-
dence is to relate the inte
grated differential cross 
sections to the available CM 
energy T C M = /s - (M p r oj. + 
Mtarget) for the different 
targets (Fig.3). The varia
tion of the cross sections 
as a function of Ten *-s a*~ 
most linear and the extrapo

lation to zero cross section leads to a threshold energy of 302 ± 8 MeV. 
The interpretation of such a behaviour would be that the pion production is 
due to a collective Û excitation suggested theoretically by several au-
tl,ors28-30). A calculation in the framework of the isobar model^O) had suc
cessfully reproduced the shapes of the TT spectra obtained with a 200 MeV/ 
nucléon 2 0Ne beam at VO'crf?). 
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A 
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0 # J S 1 ' S00 750 

T C M (MeV) 

Fig.3. Integrated 0 2C,TT-X) reaction cross 
section as a function of the available CM 
energy. 
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The compcuUion oj ir and IT* 

The comparison of negative and positive pion production lead to many 
interesting observations. In the low energy TT region the Berkeley experi
ment^ 0) produced the first evidence of strong Coulomb effects and later the 
systematic study of these effects as a function of the incident energy31). 
Strong Coulomb effects were observed through a large ratio RJ = da(TT)/ 
dCF(ir+) for pions emitted at 0°, near the beam velocity and explained quan-
titavely in terms of .Coulomb interactions between the pions and "cold" 
projectile fragments using Gyulassy's and Kaufmann's model32). Projectile 
fragments attract the if and repel the n* creating an enhancement of the 
R+ ratio along the beam direction. 

Looking at the low energy pion data obtained with the 12c beam at 
large angles23) (fig.4) one observes a different behaviour of the if and 

tr* production cross sections. In the 
12c + 12c reaction, R|2c ~ °-55 was 
measured, whereas in the 12c + ?Li and 
12c + 208pb reactions values larger than 
unity were observed, R7j_,i - 1-38 and 
R208ph = 1-1- I n t h e c + 1 2 c reaction, 
only Coulomb effects should be determin
ing the observed ratio, and this was 
found^3) compatible with a Coulomb shift 
of the produced spectra due to the com
pound nucleus Coulomb potential. Taking 
into account the neutron excess in 'Li 
(1.33) and in 208p D<1.54), the Coulomb 
shifts would lead to R 7 L i i* 2.3 and 
R207pb ^ 1 which are not compatible with 
the observed ratios. 

The experiment using the OMICRON 
spectrometer2*) was not designed for the 
measurement of low energy pions. Never
theless, the T* and ir~ production at 0" 
could be compared in the *2c + 12c case. 
The ratio R increases with decreasing 
pion velocity in the projectile frame, 
in qualitative agreement with the 
Berkeley data2&>ïl). For larger pion 
velocities the ratio R decreases rapid
ly to values considerably smaller than 

unity in apparent contradiction with the Berkeley Ne beam data26) which as
ymptotically decrease toward R =I. Coulomb effects can be sensitive to de
tails of the pion production model in a way which has yet to be established. 

Differences between positive and negative pion production have also 
been observed for high energy pions in the 12c(3ne1TT-X) reactions and 
attributed to nuclear structure effects. Large enhancements of the ir+ cross 
sections have been observed and attributed to the quasi free reaction 
3He + p -*• ir+ + % e on s-and p-state protons in 12c and to the p + 12c + it+ 

+ 13c reaction induced by individual s-state protons in ^ H e ^ ) . 

Under adequate choice of projectile and target combinations, such 
measurements can develop into a method of determining internal momentum 
distributions of nucléons or clusters in nuc'ei. 

Fig.4. IT* and if" differential 
cross sections of the A('2C,TTX) 
reaction at 86 MeV/nucleon. 
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The. comfxJuUon to thzoi&ticat modeZi 
Many theoretical models have been proposed for the description of the 

nucleus-nucleus interactions and more specifically for the w production, 
between two rather extreme pictures : the single nucleon-nucleon model and 
the thermal model implying that the reaction takes place through a large 
number of nucleon-nucleon interactions, so that equilibrium is reached 
among all the participants in the reaction. In fact, the mean free path of 
nucléons with energies around the free NN + NNTT threshold (292 MeV) is of the 
same order of magnitude as the nuclear radii and any kind of processes bet
ween the above extreme cases can be responsible for the pion production. 

The energy dependence of the experiments using the Ne beam between 
125 and 400 HeV/nucleon and detecting low energy pions at forward angles 
has been roughly reproduced by the thermal fireball model^). The isotropic 
angular distributions of the pions were in agreement with the predictions 
of such a model. The single nucléon modela) calculations, in which a large 
a(0°)/a(90°) ratio is predicted, agree with the absolute cross sections 
only at 125 HeV/nucleon. 

The low-energy pion spectra measured at large angles with the '2c beam 
at 86 MeV/nucleon23) have been compared to a NN collision model calcula-
tion3&) based on the assumption that the interaction of the two nuclei is 
that of two diffuse nucléon momentum spheres, and taking into account Pauli 
blocking and pion absorption. Fig.5 shows the calculated invariant spectra 
and the experimental results. Harmonic oscillator momentum distributions 

:—i—l—r-
: I .C-E' . -

T — i — r— 
- ISAHtV 

4 

-T— 

~A. • 

^ \2'* 
\* > \ 

\ j \60' ' 
- This work 

• 27* 
• tf 
• »<r 
• 120* 

X . T 
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Johansson i t si 

• 

1 1 1 _J 
20 10 M 00 

{«• IHcVI 
7ig.5. Comparison of - the invariant A(l2c,7r+X) cross sections with a single 

nucleon-nucleon model calculation, 
have been assumed for ?Li and '̂ C and a Gaussian internal momentum distri
bution has been used for 208pb. The calculation reproduces the overall 
shape of several spectra but generally fails in the prediction of the angu
lar distributions and the absolute cross sections. On the other hand, the 
angular distributions plotted in the NN center-of-mass and in the nucleus-
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nucleus CM seem to point out in the ̂ 2C + *9?Au case 2 2), that the produc
tion source has a velocity between the nucleus-nucleus and the nucleon-nu-
cleon velocities and could correspond to the creation of a locally heateà 
dense subvolume of nuclear matter. 

The measurements of pion spectra up to the kinematic limit in the 
(̂ He.TrX) experiments2!) and to a lesser extend in the (12C,TTX) experi
ment^) could be compared to many different model predictions. 

The simplified hard scattering model prediction for the invt.iant dif
ferential cross sections of the forward emitted pions is the well known 
(1 - Xp) n law37) t where Xp is the fractional longitudinal CM momentum of 
the pion and the exponent n depends on the number of constituents partici
pating in the reaction. Such an expression fitted well the relativistic 
energy results at forward angles which scaled with energy and were inde
pendent of the target. At 303 MeV/nucleon the adjusted exponent values n 
are different for different targets and considerably smaller than the theo
retical predictions2*). One may conclude that scaling is no more present at 
lower energies where the forward emitted pions are no more uniquely due to 
the so called projectile fragmentation. The results obtained with deute-
rons at 300 and 600 MeV"25) confirm these conclusions. 

'He+°Li-ir-fX 

An improved NN -»• NNiT calculation describing IT production in nucleus-
nucleus collisions is the Constituent Interchange Model (CIM)38)# Here the 
two interacting nuclei undergo fragmentation into active and spectator con
stituents and the important ingredients are the structure functions of the 
two nuclei and the "elementary" production cross sections. In such a calcu

lation, the elementary cross sections 
are introduced semi-phenomenologically 
from the parametrization of the avail
able NN •*• TX data and the structure 
functions are obtained in the Infinite 
Momentum Frame, taking into account 
most of the physical assumptions i.e. 
high off-shell components and correct 
treatment of the fragmentation verti 
ces. The calculation was performed for 
the (3He,7T-X) reaction at 303 MeV/nu
cleon and the results were found to be 
in reasonable agreement with the data 20 
which exten«' over seven orders of mag
nitude (fig. ) . The CIM scheme appears 
to be the framework for a quantitative 
estimate of pion production in nucleus-
nucleus collisions on the basis of the 
elementary process NN -+ TTX, at least 
above 300 M.tf/nucleon. 

1er" 

too MeV/ 

02 
J i L 
0.4 06 

-p«/p» 

_L 
09 

limox 
Fig.6. Comparison of the 
6Li(3He,iT-X) invariant cross sec
tions with the CIM calculation. 

The quasi-two-body-scaling idea 
was originally made™) f o r the analysis 
of different backward production expe
riments of energetic protons, K~ and 
antiprotons below threshold. The double 
differential cross sections scaled when 
plotted against k m£ n, the minimum inter
nal momentum of nucléons in the target. 
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required to produce the observed particle, in a quasi-two-body interaction 
with the projectile. The same exponential behaviour was also observed for 
backward produced pions*"'. The exponential function describing the data 
could be possibly related to an exponential internal momentum distribution 
of nucléons of the form F(k) M / k exp(-k/kn), valid in the momentum range 
0.4 < k < 1.5 GeV/c 4D. 

In analogy to the backward produc
tion, pions at 0° should carry informa
tions essentially on the projectile. 
When plotted as a function of k m£ n > the 
data can be represented (fig.7) by an 
exponential function of the form exp 
(-k/k0) with k 0 H O MeV/c, slightly 
varying with the target massai,24). The 
latter variation confirms that at lower 
energies the forward observed particles 
may also carry information on the tar
get. The spectra should then be de
scribed by the product of two similar 
structure functions, as opposed to the 
180° produced spectra, where only the 
target structure function can be present. 

3oa 400 500 600 An alternative way of producing 
k (MeV/c) pions is offered in the statistical mo-

del^2). Here, the observed particles 
have suffered a limited number of colli
sions within a well defined subgroup of 

Fig.7. Quasi-Two-Body-Scaling active participants. The final momentum 
of the (12C(TT-X) reaction data. distribution corresponds to a random 

occupation of the accessible phase space. 
The pion cross section is an incoherent 
sum over the contributions arising from 
different groups of interacting tubes, 

each containing M target-and N projectile-nucleons. Each contribution is 
given by the product of a formation cross section for each group ^^(MjN) 
and of the probability distribution function FMNTTCPTT) that M and N nucléons 
produce m pions with a momentum pir • The pion production is described by 
Fermi's statistical model and the configuration phase space volume is a 
free parameter described by a density p c, smaller than the normal nuclear 
density. 

The theory reproduced the (3He,ir-X) data at 910 HeV with a rather low 
density parameter p c = 0.04fm~3 21). i n o r d e r tD reproduce the ('2c,ir"X) 
results24) at 86 MeV/nucleon the above model was extended^**) to include 
the possibility of forming composite nuclei in the final channel. The aver
age cluster size deduced from best fit to the data is between 2 and 3 
(fig.8). Similar conclusions could be drawn from the comparison of the mo
del with the large angle '2C(TT,X) data22). 

A quite different picture has been propos ed«) for the coherent pion 
production based on the Weizsacker-Williams method, wellknown in the theory 
of the electromagnetic field at high energies and already used in nuclear 
physics28). The projectile nucleus is surrouaâed by a virtual pion cloud 
and 4:his virtual pion field in the projectile CM represents a source of 

G<k]oe«Pt-««n.«/l<0),k0 «tOMeV/e ** 

« G0.|ae.p{-krn,ri/i<[(),k0 -37M«V/e | 
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Fig.8. The extended statistical 
model calculation with cluster 
sizes of mass a=l, b=2 and c=3. 

real pions in the laboratory, in analogy to the Coulomb field of a moving 
charge representing a photon source. 

The effective pion number is given by the square of the pion field , 
deduced from the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation. The energy distri
bution of the pions is determined by the density distribution of the source 
and the observed pions result from the incoherent sum of TTN interactions in 
the target, through which the pion momentum is reduced to its on-shell 
value. 

In fig.9) the theoretical result*!») is compared to the experiment. The 
exponential behaviour of the cross sections with a>2, the pion energy 
squared, is already reflected in the pion spectrum per energy, contained in 
the incoming ^He. The model is successfull in reproducing the experimental 
pion spectrum over five orders of magnitude with the exception of the low 
energy region where many difficulties could be responsible for the overes
timated cross sections (absorption, A width and position, etc.). 

The presently available data do not allow to distinguish between the 
different reaction models proposed for the pion production. The measure
ment of the complete inclusive spectra produced at different energies 
around the free NN -<- NNir threshold, possibly at forward and backward an
gles, would put serious constraints on the theoretical models. 
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Doubly coherent pion production 

The exclusive or doubly coherent pion production in nucleus-nucleus 
collisions is expected to have rather low cross sections as the result of 
the pion production itself and the weak superposition between intial and 
final states at high momentum transfers. In the (p,Tr) reaction, the high 
momentum transfers traduce themselves in high angular momentum mismatch 
between the initial and the final states which are enhanced. In nucleus-
nucleus collisions such high momentum transfers can be shared between the 
participating nucléons or clusters in a variety of ways and one would ex
pect less sensitivity to the angular momentum mismatch between initial and 
final nuclear states, as well as a preferential production of collective 
nuclear states. 

2.0 

1.0 

a. 
X) 
G 
•o 

0.2 

1 | i 

3He + SLi —iT+X' 

e, 'Lab 

-.910 MeV 

:0" 

The experimental search for doubly coherent pion production implies 
the use of high resolution magnetic spectrometers AE % 1 MeV and the avail
ability of high intensity ion beams (>10'l r t)s). These requirements ex
plain i:he rather limited number of experiments and the scarcity of good 
quality experimental data. 

The (3He,1T-) reaction 

First evidence of doubly coherent pion production was found at CERNAI) 
with the intense, a few I0'2pps, and high duty cycle 3He beam of 910 MeV. 

The doubly coherent reaction 3u.e + OLi 
was found to have a differen

tial cross section of M0±3pb/sr, inte
grated over ^Z5 MeV excitation in the 
residual nucleus. A first indication on 
the strong target mass dependence of 
the production cross section v,as given 
by the 3He + 'Be -» IT" + 1 2 N L ; act ion for 
which the cross section would be 
£I.5pb/sr. Recently46) an improved ex
periment, using the OMICRON spectrometer 
for high resolution momentum analysis of 
the produced pions, confirmed the first 
result with an integrated differential 
cross section of 4.2 ± 0.6pb/sr. With a 
resolution of 3.2 MeV (FWHM) at T„ = 
623.3 MeV, pions to the 'c g.s. and the 
2.2 MeV state couldn't be resolved and 
the corresponding cross section is 
0.S8 ± 0.23pb/sr. A rather strong pion 
transition leading to an excitation en
ergy around 9 MeV in 'C was observed 
with a cross section of 2.3 ± 0.5pb/sr 
(fig.10) No states have been reported 
so far at high excitations in ^C 
the above state could be the isobaric 
analogue of collective states in 9fle, 
like the suggested resonance at 
^23 MeV 4?). 

720 

(MeV/c) 

Fig.10. Single pion spectrum of 
the reaction 3ne+OLi-*ir-+X. Dis
crete pion groups to the 'c g.s. 
and to states around 9 and IS MeV 
excitation are observed. 
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Tfte (rf,ff~) macXion 

The variable energy intense deuteron beam at Saturne was used to study 
the (d,?r~) reaction at 300 and 600 MeV. The high resolution magnetic spec
trometer SPES I was used for the pion detection. Discrete pion groupa from 
the d + ̂Li-nt- + 8B reaction could be observed^) leading to the 8B g.s. 
(2+), 0.78 MeV (?) and to the 2.32 MeV (3+) states (table 1). The momen
tum transfer, 4.6fm~l at 300 MeV and 5.8fm-i at 600 MeV dominates the 
cross sections, which are higher at the lower incident energy, far below 
the free NN •* NNu threshold. 

Table I : Differential cross sections for the *Li(d,iT_)8B reaction in pb/sr 

T d 
8Bg.s.(2+) 8B 0.78 MeV ( ) 8B 2.32 MeV (3+) 

300 520 ± 120 

(/40)57') 

710 ± 140 1330 ± 160 

(1650) 5 7 ) 

600 75 ± 30 

(50)57) 

85 ± 30 240 ± 40 

(170)57) 

The trend of the cross section to increase at lower energies was con
sistent with the cross section measured for the inverse reaction4**) 
•2c(w+,d) at Tïï = 49.3 MeV, which is equivalent to the (d,ir) reaction at 
195 MeV with a momentum transfer of 3.3fm-' and a differential cross sec
tion of3000pb/sr. DWBA calculations of the 1 2C(n +,d) , 0C reaction49) yield 
the right order of magnitude for the cross sections. For the (d,TT) reaction 
a DWBA prediction exists only at 185 MeV-"). 

The (%e,ir*) -teactcon 

Most of the recent data on double coherent production have been ob
tained in studying this reaction. 

The measurements at lower energies have been performed using the high 
intensity (several yA) and variable energy 3fle D>>am of the Orsay synchrocy
clotron. A 180° magnetic spectrometer is used for the pion detection with 
resolutions of the order of 2 MeV. Many experiments have been performed on 
several light targets 3 H e51), 4 H e52) f B Li, 10B53) a t incident energies be
tween 235 and 283 MeV and all of them were successfull in observing the 
corresponding doubly coherent reaction (3He,TT+). Very recently, the energy 
dependence of the 3He + 3 H e •+ TT* +

 6Li reaction has been studied between 
350 and 600 MeV 5 4) using the variable energy beam of tha Saturne Synchro
tron. The high resolution spectrometer SPES I was used for these experi
ments with an energy resolution of ^ 1 MeV. 

The Ĥe + \ e + TT+ + 6Li reaction studied at 268.5 MeV and at 282 MeV 
has considerable cross sections (a few tens of nb/sr) for transitions to 
the °Li g.s. (l+)2.18MeV (3+) and 3.56 MeV (0+) stateS5l). The low pion 
energy made possible the comparison of the °Li g.s. results to those ob
tained from pi-nic atoms. The 3{le + 3He -*• T* + °Li amplitude can indeed be 
related to the imaginary part of the w6t,i -» w6Li amplitude, estimated from 
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pionic atom shifts and widths through the pion absorption cross section 
and the optical theorem. The value of the squared transition amplitude 
<|f 2j> k ^ = (7.8 ± 2.2)!0-&fm2 derived from the pionic atom data?) and 
corresponding to a ^He energy of 251 MeV, is in agreement with the values 
(7.6 t 0.7) . 10-6fm2 and (8.3 ± 0.5) . 10 _ ofm2 deduced from the pion 
production experimental). 

The 3He + 4He reaction was studied at 266.5 and at 280.5 MeV. Transi
tions to the 7Li g.s.(3/2 +) and 0.478 MeV(l/2") (unresolved) and to the 
4.63 MeV(7/2~) states could be observed with cross sections comparable to 
those obtained with the % e target. The 7/2" state of 7Li is not preferen
tially excited in the (̂ He.Tr1') reaction, as it was the case in the *>Li 
(p,TT+)7i,i. reaction, where this higher orbital momentum state was favoured55) 

The 3He + 6Li •* v+ + 9Be and the 3He + , 0 B * TT + 13, C reactions 
(fig.11) take place with differential cross sections of the same order of 
magnitude^ 3), a few tens of pb/sr, but considerably smaller than those mea
sured for the light targets. Unlike the low energy (P,TT +) data on heavier 
targets, the ^He + &Li •* "Be + 7 r + have the same smooth decrease with angle 
as many (p,1t) reaction far from the production threshold. 

F i g . l l . 

I I I 1 ' L . ( 3 H e . n ' ) 5 B e 

T ] H | = 260 MeV 

8 l 4 B = 20* 

1 rpnp ,J 
U : E 3 » 4 . M 

il I 
iff ; "•Biv-'ft 
1 T ^ = 260MeV 

• n 

r 
T w 1 

6 l A a = 2 0 ' 

l jn n 

« £ 
5 ; S io 2 ~ — -̂  ~ e S'~~-~ v . b / v \ o / x x 

' — / ^ *> f\ K D H \ \ ^ < " "~- X \ 
/ \ ' '"•o . 

ID 

\ \ \ \ \ * G . W . \ 1 \ ^ 

1 r

 3 He| 3 He,n , ' l 6 L i g i V' -

; 8 , , = 3 0 ° C M \ V 

1 

E„H*wl 

I 
8i«a=2°" I 

TjH,(M*n 

Fig.12. Pionic fusion model (K.D.H.) and 
semi-phenomenological model (G.U.) pre
dictions and measured excitation func
tion of the 3He(3He,ir*)*Li g.s. reaction 

The recent study of the 3He + 3He •*• TT+ + 6 L L reaction measured the 
production cross section for transitions to the ^Li g.s.(l+) and 2.18 
MeV(3*) state at 350, 420, 500 and 600 MeV and at laboratory angles of 15° 
and 40*. Fig. 12) shows the energy dependence of the (I5°I,AB) 3 0 ° C M crjss 
section corresponding to the °Li g.s., in which the Orsay d.?ta at 283 MeV 
was included^!) The decrease of the production cross section with the inci
dent energy already noticed at lower energies is confirmed over an energy 
scale of 300 MeV. 
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Table 2 summarizes the observed production cross sections, integrated 
over all observed final states for the different doubly coherent reactions, 
studied generally at forward angles. 

Table 2 : Doubly coherent 7T production cross sections (nb/sr) 

90 117 140 150 167 200 300 

2.5 0.4 
(4.6fm-1) (5.8fm-l) 

180 71 45 31 18 
190 
0.28 0.006 

(8.5fnT>) 
<0.0015 

0.16 

The conclusions from these firs*" experiments are the following : 
a) for a given reaction the cross sections decrease with incident energy 

(one order of magnitude from 90 to 200 MeV/nucleon in the 3ne * 3n e 

reaction and 2 orders of magnitude in the ̂ He + ̂ Li reaction) 
b) for a given projectile the cross sections decrease rapidly with the 

target mass (ex. three orders of magnitude going from ^He to l^B tar
gets at 90 MeV/nucleon) 

c) for a given target the cross sections decrease rapidly with the projec
tile mass (about two orders of magnitude between d + *>Li and ̂ He + ̂ Li 
at 300 MeV/nucleon) 

d) the production cross sections depend apparently very strongly on the 
momentum transfer and less on the available C M . energy. 

The. compa/UAOYi to tiie.on.zti.caJL modela oj the. coh.eA.znt. pion, pnoductlon 
Two different models have been proposed for the description of the 

doubly coherent pion production. 

The pionic fusion model was first proposed in 1978, and in its final 
formulation it was used to predict the differential cross sections for the 
3He + 3n e •*• ir+ + 6Li reaction29,56) and the reaction (d,u-)57). i n this 
model (fig.13) pions exchanged between two interacting nucléons in the 
projectile and in the target nuclei lead to a A(3,3) excitation which 
serves as energy reservoir, propagates in the nuclear matter produced by 
the two fused nuclei and finally decays through pion emission. The sug-
gesced mechanism is quite plausible and economical with regard to the mo
mentum transfer shared between the two nuclei. The model prediction 5 7' for 
the differential cross section of the d + °Li •* TT - + 8g reaction are in 
good agreement with the experimental data at 300 and at 600 MeV^S) (see 
Table 1). For the energy dependence of the ̂ He + 3He -*-Tr+ + 6li reaction 
the model predicts a smooth increase for the cross section from threshold 
to ̂ 400 MeV and then a decrease by a factor of M 0 0 at 600 MeV. 

beam target T-in 
(MeV/nucl) 

d *Li 

He 
"He 

«Be 
10= 
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Fig.14. The semi-ohenomenological 
Fig. 13. The pionic fusion model description of the 3He+%e-«.TT+^Li 

reactions. 
An alternative semi-phenomenological theoretical approach-*' describes 

the (3He,TT) reaction in terms of the ^He + p •* TT+ + ̂ He "elementary" reac
tion on individual protons of the target. The recoiling ^He is then cap
tured by the spectator nucléons to form the final nucleus. In the case of 
the ^He + 3He •* TT+ + ÔLi reaction the relationship to the above "elementa
ry" reaction is established through the inverse reaction TT+DLi -*• ^He^He a n t* 
the relation between the amplitudes f^Li -*• 3He^He and f̂ Ĥe-*• p3fle (fig. 14). 
Since *>Li is reasonably well described in terms of a cluster-model as an 
alpha particle coupled to a deuteron or a quasi-deuteron, the model re
quires that after the pion absorption on the alpha particle, the final 
state interaction between the emitted proton and the spectator nucléons 
(quasideuteron or deuterons) leads to the 3He. 
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The experimental inputs to the model 
are the cross sections of the three nuclé
on transfer reaction % e + p -»- TT+ + 4^ e 

for which small angle data are needed. 
The calculations-" ) shown below were per
formed using the recent -*H«t + p -> TT+ + ̂ He 
results8) at 600 MeV between 5° and 30' 

m-

5 0 0 T3H.'MeV) 

Fig.15. Pio-:c fusion (K.D.H.) 
and semi-phenomenological model 
(G.W.) predictions and measured 
excitation function of the 
3He(3He,TT+)6Li*(3+) reaction. 

corresponding to the angular range of 170 
to I20° C M for the p + ̂ He reaction at 
200 MeV (see fig.l). The energy depen
dence predicted by this model is a mono-
tonic exponential d'-crease between 300 
and 600 MeV. 

The experimental data for the "Li 
g.s. (fig.12) would favour the semi-phe
nomenological model compared to the pionic 
fusion model. As we can see (fig. 15) the 
situation is worse for the ^Li(3+) 2.18 
MeV level. The monotonie decrease of the 
data is considerably weaker than predicted 
by the semi-phenomenological model. The 
energy dependence of the pionic fusion 
model is not observed experimentally, spe
cifically no maximum around 400 MeV is 
found for either transition to 6Li. 
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Although the adequate choice of nuclear wave functions could improve 
the theorecital calculation and the introduction of distortion and of the 
final state interactions would improve the semi-phenomenological calcula
tion, it is difficult to imagine how the shape of the energy prediction in 
the two models could be changed. The pionic fusion model gave reasonable 
values of the °Li(d,TT) reaction cross sections at two different energies 
but fails in reproducing the energy dependence of the ^He + 3fie •* n + • f>Li 
reaction. The semi-phenomenological model gave reasonable results on sever
al (3He,ir+) reactions at lower energies and reproduced semi-qualitatively 
the angular distributions and the energy dependence at lower energies. 

The doubly coherent ir production is far from being understood but one 
should remember that the first experiments in the field only started in 
1978 at CERN. The availability of high intensity beams will improve the 
quality of the experiments, which in the very near future will be possible 
only with light projectile-target combinations. A smaller number of 
experiments, covering a large angular and incident energy range would be 
preferable in order to put the necessary contraints on the développaient of 
predictive theoretical models. 
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